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Fig. 1. The Composite Fm Stereo Spectrum

Fig. 2. Block Diagram of Theoretical Fm Stereo Generator
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a matrix. The channels added (L+R) 
form a monaural signal. This is the main 
channel. The subtracted channels (L-R) 
are modulated on a 38 kHz carrier, to 
form the sub-channel. Since a balanced 
modulator is used, the carrier at 38 kHz 
will be suppressed, leaving only the 
modulated audio information. The 38 
kHz oscillator is divided by 2 to make the 
19 kHz pilot. The three signals: main 
channel, sub-channel, and pilot are 
combined in the proper ratios (45, 45, 
10%) forming the composite output.

In an actual fm facility, a slightly different 
type of stereo generator is used which 
produces the same result as the theoret
ical generator by using a switching 
technique. After pre-emphasis, a simple

main and sub-channel modulations to 
40% each.

This combination then gives main chan
nel 40%, pilot 10%, sub-channel 40%, 
and SCA 10%. The total is 100%. An 
audio spectrum analyzer can be used to 
show all these components and their re
lative levels and interactions. The sig
nals can be checked at the composite 
output of the stereo generator. The 
theoretical channel occupancy is shown 
in figure 1.

A theoretical diagram of an fm stereo 
generator is shown in figure 2. Both the 
left and right channels are pre
emphasized just as a normal monaural 
signal would be. Then the left and right 
signals are both added and subtracted in
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I. Introduction: The 
Stereophonic 
Spectrum

This application note explains how to 
use and interpret spectrum analysis of 
the fm stereo system.

The fm system approved for use by the 
FCC in the U. S. uses a complex modula
tion system to achieve a compatible 
mono/stereo system of broadcasting. In 
a simple monaural system, the fm 
channel is frequency modulated ± 75 
kHz with the audio information. To 
achieve a compatible system, when 
stereo is transmitted, the same 
monaural (left plus right channel com
bined) remains in the 0 to 15 kHz position 
of the transmitted frequency spectrum. 
This monaural signal, however, cannot 
be modulated ± 75 kHz, since it would 
occupy the total frequency spectrum 
available for an fm station. Instead, the 
monaural signal is modulated only 45%, 
average. The second component of a 
stereo transmission is the pilot carrier at 
19 kHz. This 19 kHz pilot carrier mod
ulates the fm channel 8 to 10%. On a 
monaural station receiver, the pilot 
would not be heard at 19 kHz, since it is 
beyond the normal human hearing limit. 
In an fm stereo receiver, the pilot carrier 
signals that the transmission is stereo 
(sometimes lighting an indicator). The 
third part of the stereo transmission is 
the sub-channel which is a double 
sideband suppressed carrier signal 
(DSSC). This subcarrier is a left-sub- 
tracted-from-right (L-R) signal, which, 
when fed through a matrix with the 
monaural main channel in the receiver, 
forms the individual left and right chan
nels. The 38 kHz channel is transmitted 
without a carrier (suppressed carrier). 
The 38 kHz carrier is obtained in the 
receiver from the 19 kHz pilot and rein
serted on the sub-channel prior to detec
tion. The sub-channel is modulated 
45%. so that the total modulation for an 
fm stereo station is main channel 45%, 
pilot carrier 10%, and sub-channel 45%. 
The total is 100%. The only other possi
ble signal in the modern station is an 
SCA usually used for background 
music. This is an extra audio channel 
carried at 67 kHz and is generally mod
ulated 10% in a stereo station. Since the 
total modulation cannot be over 100%, 
stereo stations with an SCA reduce the
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Fig. 3. Block Diagram of a Switching-type Stereo Generator
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Fig. 4. Time and Frequency Components Generated in a Switching-type Stereo Generator
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the generation of the high harmonics so 
that the low-pass filter can be simpler, 
and less phase distortion will be present 
due to the filter. These schemes involve 
special sampling waveforms with low 
harmonic content.

A display similar to the theoretical dia
gram (figure 1) will be obtained on the 
spectrum analyzer by sweeping the left

MAIN ANO
SUBCOMPONENTS

LOW PASS 
FILTER

and right channels of a stereo system 
with an audio generator (figure 5). The 
pre-emphasis curve with 17 dB of rise, is 
prominent in both the main and sub
channels. The sub-channel sidebands 
as generated are 6 dB lower than the 
main channel; although, after detection, 
they would add together and the resul
tant power would be equal to the mam 
channel. In figure 5, notice the pilot car
rier at 19 kHz and the absence of the 
subcarrier, which has been suppressed, 
at 38 kHz. Figure 6 is a spectrum display 
of the main, sub-, and SCA channels 
obtained by using a de-emphasized 
sweep. Figure 7 is a display of an fm 
stereo signal on an rf spectrum analyzer. 
Because the signal is fm, it cannot be 
interpreted as readily as the baseband 
composite signal; however, many key 
components and frequencies can be 
seen.

Fig. 6. Composite Fm Stereo Signal Display 
Obtained by Sweeping with a De-emphasis
Filter
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electronic switch (figure 3) commutates 
between the left and right channels. The 
switching occurs at 38 kHz and forms all 
of the main and subchannel compo
nents as shown in figure 4. Because of 
the sharp switching transient, high har
monics are also produced. The har
monics are generally filtered with a low 
pass filter. Some manufacturers have 
devised schemes to eliminate or reduce

II. Equipment Performance 
Measurements

The FCC requires that yearly mea
surements be performed on fm trans
mitters and facilities to insure com
pliance with certain minimum standards. 

The fm proof on a monaural station re
quires only four checks: frequency re
sponse, harmonic distortion, am noise,
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Fig. 5. Display of Composite Fm Stereo 
Signal on Low Frequency Spectrum Analyzer
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A. Preparing Test Equipment
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2. Audio generator such as the SG 502.
Fig. 11. Setup to Check Test Equipment and Details of Matching Pads
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The accuracy of the proof depends upon 
the quality of the test equipment and 
also the care with which it is connected, 
calibrated, and used The sensitivity of 
the spectrum analyzers we recommend 
demands the best engineering practices 
during measurements, otherwise, the 
results may be masked by effects such 
as leakage and rf within the test lash-up.

Test Equipment Recommended for Audio 
Measurements

and fm noise. A station broadcasting 
stereo programming is also required to 
check separation, crosstalk and sub
channel suppression.

1. Low-frequency spectrum analyzer, 
such as the 5L4N, and appropriate 
5000 Series mainframe. The use of a 
5111 storage mainframe is recom
mended.

Fig. 8. TEKTRONIX 5L4N Audio Spectrum 
Analyzer and SG 502 Audio Oscillator

AUDIO 
GENERATOR

MATCHING 
TRANSFORMER

Fig. 10. Details for Constructing De-emphasis 
Filters for 25 and 75 Microsecond 
Characteristics (All Components 1% Tolerance)

Checking the Test Equipment

This test should be performed on loca
tion at the station to insure that stray rf 
fields do not interfere with the measuring 
equipment. First, each piece of audio 
equipment should be checked to insure 
that the internal calibration is correct.

4. Rf bridge such as Hewlett Packard 
11652A Reflection/Transmission Kit.
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600 Q 
SOURCE
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Fig. 9. TEKTRONIX 7L12 Rf Spectrum 
Analyzer and 7K11 Rf Preamplifier
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Other Applicable Equipment
1.600-ohm step attenuator such as 

Tektronix model 011-0093-00.
2 Dipole antenna (see figure 48).
3. Vertical amplifiers for mainframe such 

as 5A15N or 7A15A.

3. Matching transformers (2 required for 
stereo) such as W.E. 111C or U.T.C. 
A-20.

4. De-emphasis filter (figure 10).
5. Matching pads as appropriate.
6 Miscellaneous patch cables.
Test Equipmentfor Rf Measurements
1. High-frequency spectrum analyzer, 

such as 7L12 or 7L13, and appropri
ate 7000 Series mainframe. A stor
age or variable-persistence main
frame is recommended

2. Preamplifier such as 7K11 CATV 
Preamplifier

3. Frequency Counter such as 
DC 508A.
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Fig. 7. Fm Stereo Station with SCA on Rf 
Spectrum Analyzer

Traditionally. Equipment Performance 
Measurements have been performed 
using the station modulation monitor 
and a distortion analyzer. An oscillos
cope is used for the stereo adjustments. 
By substituting an audio spectrum 
analyzer for many parts of the proof, 
much more information can be obtained. 
Interactions between the main channel 
and the sub-channels in stereo stations 
can be noted, and sources of many intri
cate problems can be easily diagnosed 
once the operator becomes familiar with 
spectrum analysis.

In some instances it is possible to make 
measurements directly at rf using a 
high-frequency spectrum analyzer. Di
rect rf measurements have many ad
vantages. including the elimination of 
non-linearities of the modulation 
monitor.



Fig. 14. Typical Fm Station Block Diagram Showing Test Points lor Performance Tests
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The high-frequency spectrum analyzer 
should be calibrated using the instruc
tions in the operating manual. In the high 
rf environment around the fm transmit-

Fig. 13. Checking Frequency Response of 
Matching Transformer
ter, the analyzer should be checked with 
the input terminated to verify that spuri
ous responses are not occurring within 
the analyzer. Grounding of the main
frame may be necessary to insure that 
spurious free measurements can be 
made.

The Test Setup

Test points for the performance mea
surements should be located in the sta
tion as shown in figure 14. The 5L4N 
audio frequency Spectrum Analyzer 
should be connected to the output of the 
modulation monitor (test point ©). The 
microphone input in the main control 
room should also be accessible (test 
point ®). The test equipment should be 
well grounded, and shielded cable 
should be used for all connections. If it is 
not possible to locate the generator and 
analyzer in the same room (such as 
when an stl is used) then locate the 
generator in the control room and place 
the modulation monitor at the transmitter 
site along with the audio frequency spec
trum analyzer.

Signal processing AGC circuits should 
be defeated, although every attempt 
should be made to perform mea

surements with all equipment left in the 
processing chain. Most AGC-type pro
cessors have built in defeat switches 
that turn 'off the gain control loop with
out disturbing the signal path. While 
patching around processing units is not 
prohibited, it would be considered illegal 
to intentionally patch around any device 
that alters the frequency response (i.e. 
equalizers). This applies only to fre
quency altering devices normally used 
between the board output and the 
transmitters.
Legal Requirements

FCC rules ($73.93) require that the proof 
be performed by the holder of a first 
class license. Descriptions of the 
equipment used, equipment connec
tions and an equipment list is also re
quired. All pertinent data such as 
equipment serial numbers, time of tests, 
persons who assisted, accuracy capabil
ity of the test equipment, equipment re
moved or disabled, equipment connec
tions. and personal recommendations or 
observations must be incorporated into 
the final proof.

B. Frequency Response

Frequency response is a measure of the 
ability of the transmitting chain to pass 
frequencies required for faithful audio 
reproduction. The fm transmitting sys
tem uses a pre-emphasis network in the 
transmitting chain and a de-emphasis 
network in the receiver. 75 ms of pre
emphasis is commonly used except in 
Dolby stations. The transmitting system 
must have a frequency response that 
conforms as closely as possible to the 
pre-emphasis curve (figure 15) with a 
tolerance of no more than 3 dB below the 
curve (in the direction of minimum

The 5L4N has a detailed calibration pro
cedure in the operating manual. An ex
ternal 5 watt 20 dB 600 ohm pad must be 
used ahead of the 5L4N to extend the 
measurement range from -10 dBm to 
+ 10 dBm full screen. Details of pads are 
shown in figures 10 and 11.

The audio generator should be con
nected through a matching transformer 
to the 5L4N as shown in figure 11. The 
transformer is necessary to insure 
measurements free of noise and hum.

1. Setthe5L4Nto -10 dBm REF LEVEL 
and select 600 INT TERM 'on.

2. Check the output level of the audio 
generator in the MAX position with all 
attenuation pushbuttons out'. The 
analyzer should indicate a full screen 
signal ( r-10 dBm through the 20 dB 
pad with the analyzer input attenuator 
set at -10 dBm).

3. Check the harmonic content of the 
audio generator by looking at a 0 to 20 
kHz span on the analyzer. Tune the 
generator frequency from 20 Hz to 15 
kHz and note that the harmonics are 
at least 70 dB below the desired tone 
(figure 12).

4. Check the flatness of the matching 
transformers using the tracking 
generator output of the 5L4N instead 
of the audio generator. It should have 
virtually flat response from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz. Any error should be noted for 
future reference (figure 13).

5. Finally, reconnect the generator and 
set the output level to minimum with 
all attenuation 'in'. The baseline of the 
analyzer display should be clean and 
free of noise and spurious responses 
from 0 to 20 kHz.
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Fig. 12. Checking Harmonic Distortion of
Audio Generator
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is in doubt, then a high-frequency spec
trum analyzer can be substituted for use 
as a modulation indicator.

Assuming the station modulation 
monitor can be trusted, the response of 
the transmitter and individual stereo and 
SCA channels can be rapidly checked 
with an audio spectrum analyzer. The 
audio spectrum analyzer is especially 
useful for response tests on a regular 
basis since the response can be verified 
in a matter of minutes. This permits 
monthly or even weekly tests if desired. 

In addition to response tests, the specif
ication for spurious responses and the 
action of the audio lowpass filters (gen
erally 17 kHz) can be checked.

Measurements at Rf.

A high-frequency spectrum analyzer is

—t
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used as an indicator of modulation for 
25, 50, and 100% modulation, and a gain 
set attenuator is used to accurately 
measure the deviations from the pre
emphasis curve.

1. Carefully calibrate the spectrum 
analyzer. Additionally, the frequency 
span should be checked with a 20 kHz 
square wave audio tone to verify the 
calibration of the narrower spans 
used for this test.

Z

1. Proceed as above except that 100% 
modulation of each stereo channel is 
45% of the total modulation envelope. 
This will be indicated on the spectrum 
analyzer by a deviation of 67.5 kHz 
when either the left or right channel is 
driven with a single audio tone. Each 
stereo channel should match the 75 
gs pre-emphasis curve.

2. Repeat the test on each stereo chan
nel for levels of 25% modulation (16.9 
kHz) and for 50% modulation (33.75 
kHz).

Stereo Stations with SCA
Use the procedure outlined for monaural 
stations except that the channels should 
be driven with audio tones with 100%

2. Modulate the transmitter through a 
600 ohm attenuator with a 1000 Hz 
tone until the spectrum analyzer indi
cates a deviation of 150 kHz (±75 
kHz) as shown in figure 16. This is 
100% modulation for a monaural fm 
station.

3. The 1000 Hz point is zero reference 
on the step attenuator. Set the tone to 
50 Hz and use the step attenuator to 
reset the modulation to 150 kHz devia
tion. Note the attenuator difference in 
dB from the zero reference point.

4. Continue the test for frequencies of 
100, 400, 1000, 5000, 10,000, and 
15,000 Hz. The results can be plotted 
on a diagram of the pre-emphasis 
curve (figure 15). Deviations from the 
75 fis pre-emphasis curve indicate 
frequency response variations.

5. Repeat the tests for 25% modulation, 
by driving the transmitter with a refer
ence tone until the spectrum analyzer 
indicates a deviation of 37.5 kHz.

6 . Repeat the test for 50% modulation 
(75 kHz indication on the spectrum 
analyzer).

Standard Pre-Emphasis Curve
Time Constant 75 Microseconds 

(Solid Line)

4 U 

50

f

1000 
Hertz

BE
Fig. 16.100% Modulation Indication on Rf 
Spectrum Analyzer

Many possibilities exist for measuring 
the transmitter chain frequency re
sponse. The best indication can be ob
tained using the station modulation 
monitor to indicate 100% modulation, 
and supplying audio through a step at
tenuator. If the calibration of the monitor

400 600
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Fig. 17. Typical Response of Fm Station 
Checked through De-emphasis Circuit in 
Modulation Monitor

Fig. 18. Pre-emphasis Response from 
Composite Output on Modulation Monitor

modulation being 40% of the total en
velope. The spectrum analyzer should 
indicate 60 kHz deviation for 100%, 15 
kHz for 25% and 30 kHz for 50%.

1. Using the 5L4N Spectrum Analyzer, 
connect the tracking generator output 
to the audio console. Using MANUAL, 
set the frequency to 400 Hz. Set the 
level, as indicated on the modulation 
monitor, to 17 dB below 100% modula
tion. This setup is necessary to insure 
that the transmitter is not overmodu
lated as higher audio frequencies are

15 kHz should be noted due to the 17 
kHz lowpass filters (figure 78).

2. Repeat the test for the right channel.

SCA Response (Not required for proof)

1. Connect the tracking generator output 
of the 5L4N to the SCA input on the 
transmitter exciter and modulate the 
channel to 100%, as indicated on the 
modulation monitor. Sweep the chan
nel with the spectrum analyzer. Most 
SCAs operating at 67 kHz have a re
sponse up to 5 kHz. at which point 
they roll off.

2. Other channels, such as telemetry

Fig. 20. Checking Audio Response Using 
Slow Sweep and Storage

Fig. 21. Typical Harmonic Distortion 
Measurement

channels, can be checked in a similar 
manner using the tracking generator 
in the spectrum analyzer.

Note: If it is not practical to operate the 
spectrum analyzer/tracking generator 
in a location where there is access to 
both ends of the transmitting chain, an 
audio generator can be substituted for 
the tracking generator. Use the 5L4N in 
a storage mainframe and slowly move 
the audio generator from the low fre
quency limit to the high limit. A display 
similar to that shown in figure 20 will be 
obtained.

XISIT —

Procedure for Frequency Response 
Measurements at Audio

A low-frequency spectrum analyzer can 
be used to quickly verify the frequency 
response of the transmitter through the 
modulation monitor. This is not a proof- 
of-performance test since the modula
tion changes with frequency due to the 
pre-emphasis curve.

Note: A simple de-emphasis network 
can be built for use with any 600 ohm 
source. This filter will permit audio swept 
measurements of the transmitter while 
maintaining 100% modulation. If the 
network is used (figure 10) it is recom
mended that the response of the net
work be carefully checked after con
struction to verify that the response is 
complementary to the standard pre
emphasis curve.
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Fig. 19. Pre-emphasis Response in 10 dB, div 
Mode
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2. Connect the spectrum analyzer to the 
audio output of the modulation 
monitor and sweep the analyzer from 
20 Hz to 20 kHz In the normal (de- 
emphasized) output the response 
should be flat, as shown in figure 17

3. Switch the monitor to the composite 
output and sweep the transmitter. The 
pre-emphasis curve of the transmitter 
will be displayed as in figure 18.

4. Sweep the stereo generator
transmitter combination from 0 to 50 
kHz in 10 dB/div mode. Check for low 
level re-entry points and the 19 kHz 
intersect point (Figure 19).

Stereo Response at Audio

1. Introduce a 400 Hz audio signal from 
the tracking generator output of the 
5L4N to the left channel input 17 dB 
below 100% modulation of the left 
channel, as indicated on the modula
tion monitor. Sweep the spectrum 
analyzer. A flat display should result 
from 50 to 15,000 Hz. Roll-off above
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Fig. 24. Use this Chart to Record Results of Harmonic Distortion Tests

ADD TO 
HIGHER 
LEVEL

The low-frequency spectrum analyzer 
presents a graphic display for analysis of 
the harmonics of an audio signal. This 
technique also makes it possible to dif
ferentiate between harmonics, and 
noise and hum that might also be on the 
transmitted signal. In the case of fm 
stereo installations, other frequency 
components besides harmonics can 
occur due to an incorrectly adjusted 
stereo generator, and these can be read
ily identified so that the problems can be 
solved.
The 5L4N audio Spectrum Analyzer in 
combination with a good audio 
generator (such as the SG 502) can 
make 70 dB (0.034%) harmonic distor
tion measurements.

2. Connect the low-frequency spectrum 
analyzer to the monitor output ©. 
Set the analyzer controls to 10 dB/div, 
1 kHz/div, and select a center fre
quency of 5 kHz. A display of the 1 kHz 
tone should be observed on the sec
ond graticule line from the left edge of 
the screen.

Procedure for Harmonic Distortion 
Measurement at Audio

1. Connect an audio generator (such as 
the SG 502) to the microphone input, 
of the transmitter (test point®). Set 
the generator to 1000 Hz and set the 
microphone fader to mid-range. In
crease the generator output until 
100% modulation is indicated on the 
modulation monitor.

C. Harmonic Distortion

Harmonic Distortion or combined audio 
harmonics [S 73.317 (a, 2)] is the arith
metic sum of the amplitudes of all the 
separate harmonic distortion compo
nents. This is the most common distor
tion test performed on transmitters, and 
is measured by passing a pure sine
wave tone (at 1000 Hz for example) 
through a transmitter and measuring the 
sum of all the components (2000, 3000, 
4000 Hz etc.).
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READING
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Fig. 27. Modulated Am Noise Measurement
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Fig. 28. Self-Sweeping an Fm Transmitter
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D. Am Noise
Am noise occurs in two ways in an fm 
transmitter. It can occur in the lower level 
stages, appearing around the unmod-

Harmonlc Distortion Measurements 
on Fm Stereo Stations

1. Use the same procedure as above ex
cept that the left and right channels 
should be done separately and meas
urements should be made using 
either 40% or 45% modulation as the 
100% reference point, depending 
upon the station configuration (stereo 
or SCA).

Fig. 25. Amplitude Variations of the Fm 
Envelope Causing Am Noise

3. Harmonic distortion is measured by 
noting the difference in amplitude be
tween the fundamental tone (1 kHz in 
this case) and the sum of the har
monics (second, third, fourth, etc.).

4. The sum of the harmonics can be eas
ily added using the chart in figure 22. 
Harmonics that are more than 10 dB 
down from the other harmonics con
tribute little relative power and do not 
normally have to be computed.

5. The difference between the funda
mental and the harmonics is mea
sured in dB as shown in figure 21. 
These numbers may be converted to 
percentage of distortion using the 
chart in figure 23. Record the results 
in a chart like the one shown in figure 
24.

6. Continue harmonic distortion meas
urements for the fundamental fre
quencies 50. 100, 400, 1000, 5000, 
10,000, and 15,000 Hz at 100% mod
ulation as indicated on the modulation 
monitor. Harmonics should be mea
sured to 30 kHz.

7. Harmonic distortion measurements 
must also be made on the fundamen
tal frequencies of 50, 100, 400, 1000, 
and 5000 Hz at 25 and 50% 
modulation.
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Fig. 26. Residual Am Noise Measurement
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ulated carrier much as it would occur in 
an am transmitter. It can also appear as 
an effect of improper transmitter tuning. 
If the 150 kHz bandpass of the transmit
ter is not virtually flat, then deviation will 
also impart amplitude variations on the 
carrier (figure 25).

Am noise can generally be measured 
using the built-in test on the station 
modulation monitor. However, for trou
bleshooting or where more insight into a 
problem is desired, the high-frequency 
spectrum analyzer can be a great help 
A procedure for accurate tuning of the 
final stages of the transmitter for best 
am noise is shown below. In addition, 
another technique for sweeping the fm 
transmitter with a low frequency audio 
signal is demonstrated.

Measuring Am Noise

1. Check the residual am noise with a 
high-frequency spectrum analyzer 
such as the 7L12 or 7L13. Tune to the 
unmodulated carrier using 10 dB/div 
and 3 kHz RESOLUTION. Using the 
300 Hz VIDEO FILTER, note any 
humps in the noise floor around the 
carrier, indicating noisy low level 
stages in the transmitter as shown in 
figure 26.

2. Check for modulation noise by feed
ing the transmitter 50 or 60 Hz at 
100% modulation. Use the ZERO 
SPAN mode and 300 kHz 
RESOLUTION. Note any modulation 
components on the carrier tips as 
shown in figure 27.

3. To minimize amplitude modulation 
components, tune the transmitter and 
any transmission line traps to produce 
a completely flat display across the 
150 kHz bandpass of the transmitter.

Sweeping the Fm Transmitter 
(To Optimize Tuning and Am 
Noise Performance)

1. Connect an audio oscillator to the 
input of the transmitter. In stereo in
stallations, connect both channels in 
phase. Switch off the stereo 
monaural mode.

2. Connect an rf spectrum analyzer to 
an rf test point in the transmission 
line. Select a moderate sweep speed, 
20 kHzydiv, and storage mode if avail
able.

3. Modulate the transmitter with a 30 Hz 
tone and modulate in excess of 100% 
NOTE: This test will swing the trans
mitter in excess of its standard devia
tion and could cause interference to 
adjacent fm channels Appropriate 
precautions as to time and duration 
should be observed

4. A display of the transmitter bandpass 
will be obtained on the spectrum 
analyzer (figure 28). The tuning 
should be flat across the normal 150 
kHz bandwidth of the transmitter for 
optimum stereo and am noise per
formance. Adjustments should be 
made to insure flat response.
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Fig. 29. Fm Noise Measurement

E. Fm Noise
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Fig. 31. Pilot Phase is Not Adjusted Correctly
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F. Separation

Stereo separation is a measure of how 
well the left and right channels remain 
separated from each other throughout 
the broadcast chain. It is measured by 
loading one channel with an audio sig
nal, and measuring the amount of signal 
that 'bleeds' across into the other 
channel.

Poor separation in the modern fm 
stereo facility can most often be traced 
to the studio, and occurs because of 
leakage in the console or poor phone 
line separation. Within the transmitter 
stereo exciter, improper adjustment of 
the pilot phase of the transmitter (or the 
modulation monitor) and an improper 
gain relationship between the main and 
the sub-channels can also cause sep
aration problems.

Fig. 30. Left Minus Right (L-R) Signal Used to 
Check Pilot Phase

CAUTION: Before attempting to 
measure either separation or cross
talk, the pilot phase and amplitude 
must be correct. In addition, the 
main and sub-channel amplitudes 
must be equal.

Note: Oscilloscope probe compensa
tion should be checked before attempt
ing to set pilot phase and amplitude.

To set the pilot gain and phase, the in
puts to the stereo generator should be 
connected in parallel, but out of phase. A 
tone of 50 Hz should be used. This is the 
classic L Equals Minus R signal and will 
produce a pattern on an oscilloscope 
connected to the composite output as 
shown on figure 30. If the pilot phase is 
misadjusted it will appear as in figure 31 
and should be readjusted until the pat

tern is symmetrical. The pilot gain will 
interact with the phase control, and both 
should be adjusted until proper phase 
and a gain of 8 to 10% modulation is 
achieved.
Once the stereo generator has been ad
justed, it is a good idea to check the pilot 
phase on the modulation monitor. Move 
the oscilloscope to the composite output 
of the modulation monitor and adjust the 
monitor phase controls for an identical 
pattern to the one obtained on the stereo 
generator composite output.

Now connect a 400 Hz tone to the left 
channel only of the stereo generator. A 
pattern such as the one shown in figure 
32 is desired. If gain differences exist, 
then a pattern like the one shown in fig
ure 33 will be noted. The gain control for 
the right channel should be adjusted 
until the baseline is flat.

Fig. 32. Left Channel Only: Used to Balance 
Main and Sub-channels

Measurement of Separation with the 
Spectrum Analyzer

1. Assuming the transmitter has been 
set up correctly with regard to phase 
and gain, insert the tracking generator 
output into the left channel of the 
stereo generator.

Fig. 33. Gain Between Main and 
Sub-channel is Wrong

Fm noise is a measure of the amount of 
residual fm remaining when all modula
tion is removed from the transmitter. Due 
to the pre-emphasis curve used with fm 
transmission, the noise when received 
(and subsequently de-emphasized) will 
have a greater low-frequency compo
nent than amplifier-type white noise.

1. Disconnect the transmitter audio input 
or composite generator and terminate 
or short the input terminals.

2 Connect a high-frequency spectrum 
analyzer to an appropriate rf testpoint 
on the transmission line.

3. Set the spectrum analyzer to a narrow 
SPAN and RESOLUTION and note 
any horizontal jitter. This jitter, if de
tected, can be related to the 100% 
modulation limit of the transmitter. For 
example, if 150 Hz of jitter were noted, 
and the 100% transmitter modulation 
limit is 150 kHz, then the percent of fm 
noise is 1/100th or 40 dB down.

Separation can be measured by using 
either a modulation monitor or an audio 
spectrum analyzer. The spectrum 
analyzer will permit separation mea
surements directly readable in dB across 
the entire audio spectrum. For the pur
pose of isolating a separation problem, it 
is recommended that the system be 
tested in two parts, from the 
studio to the input of the stereo gen
erator, and from the stereo generator to 
the modulation monitor.
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Fig. 34. Separation Measurement. Note That 
Separation is Poor at Higher Frequencies

2. Temporarily connect the low- 
frequency spectrum analyzer (5L4N) 
to the left channel output of the mod
ulation monitor.

3. In MANUAL mode, set the spectrum 
analyzer to approximately 400 Hz and 
set the tone 17 dB below 100% mod
ulation as indicated on the modulation 
monitor.

4. Sweep the analyzer from 0 to 20 kHz 
and note the pattern. It should be flat 
as shown in figure 34.

5. Change the analyzer input to the right 
and repeat the sweep. The difference 
between the lines in steps 4 and 5 is 
the separation. A dual trace display 
such as the one shown in figure 34 
can be made with a storage scope if 
desired.

excited channel. If any phase or gain 
inequalities do exist, then system 
crosstalk will occur as a small portion of 
the non-desired channel in the matrix.
Transmitter crosstalk occurs when clean 
signals excite the modulator causing 
spurious responses in the main channel 
due to signals in the sub-channel (or vice 
versa). The most noticeable form of 
transmitter crosstalk occurs from the 
SCA to the main or sub-channels due to 
modulation non-linearities.

Typical tests performed with a modula
tion monitor cannot differentiate be
tween the two cases of crosstalk. The 
low-frequency spectrum analyzer can 
be used to measure the individual 
contributions.

Testing Crosstalk with the 
Low-frequency Spectrum Analyzer

1. Use an audio oscillator such as the 
SG 502 to excite both the left and right 
channels in phase. Connect the oscil
lator through a 75/js de-emphasis fil

ter. Begin with a 400 Hz tone and set 
both vu's on the console for exactly 
100% (0 vu).
2. Place the spectrum analyzer at the 

composite output of the stereo 
generator and look at a full span dis
play (0 to 100 kHz).

3. Slowly move the audio oscillator fre
quency from 50 Hz to 15 kHz and note 
the display. It should appear as in 
figure 35. The audio tone should ap
pear in the main channel position from 
0 to 15 kHz. Any signal noted in the 23 
to 53 kHz region is crosstalk. Prob
lems with phase differences vs. fre
quency across the audio spectrum 
will cause one or more random peaks 
and valleys as shown in figure 36.

4. A 6 dB difference normally exists be
tween the main and sub-channels. To 
measure crosstalk from main to sub
channel; note the difference in dB be
tween the frequency components and 
subtract 6 dB To measure sub- to 
main channel crosstalk; note the dif
ference in dB and add 6 dB

5. Move the spectrum analyzer to the 
composite output of the modulation 
monitor and repeat the test. If trans
mitter nonlinearities are a problem, 
spurious components such as har
monics of audio frequencies, sum and 
difference beats, etc. will appear in 
the display.

6. Repeat the test for the sub-to-main 
channel crosstalk by using the same 
test signal with one channel out of 
phase with the other.

SCA Crosstalk

FCC rules have recently changed con
cerning the SCA carriers. The new rule 
states that any frequency deviation and 
modulating frequency can be used pro
vided that interference in the 0 to 53 kHz 
portion of the composite signal is greater 
than 60 dB down from 100% modulation. 
By calculations using the Bessel null

Pl

Crosstalk occurs when the stereo sub
channel (23-53 kHz) modulates the 
main channel (0-15 kHz), or the main 
channel modulates the sub-channel. 
Intermodulation and other nonlinearities 
within the exciter, transmitter, and an
tenna system can cause true crosstalk. 
Crosstalk can also occur due to the 
music source, the console, phone lines 
or stl and amplifiers. Anything that de
lays or alters the gain and phase char
acteristics between the left and right 
channel will cause crosstalk. Two 
mechanisms generally divide crosstalk 
into system and transmitter crosstalk.
Since the modern fm stereo system 
uses a sum and difference type signal, 
any differences in gain or phase in any 
portion of the audio chain will cause 
system crosstalk. The true performance 
of the stereo system is measured by 
totally exciting either the main or sub
channel. and measuring the other non-
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Fig. 37. SCA Crosstalk Test Using 4.5 kHz 
tone and 5 kHz DeviationJHBE HBBSBB 
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Fig. 35. Main- to Sub-channel Crosstalk Test 
Shows Better than 38 dB of Isolation

Fig. 36. Sub- to Mam-channel Crosstalk 
Measurement. Phase Problem Causes 
Erratic Response in Mam Channel
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Oscilloscope Comparison

This technique uses a dual trace oscil-

functions. a deviation of 5 kHz and a 
modulation frequency less than 4.5 kHz 
is the most practical combination that 
will protect the spectrum below 53 kHz. 

To check the SCA, modulate the channel 
with 4.5 kHz using 5 kHz of deviation. 
The results should be similar to figure 
37. Note that the pilot carrier is 20 dB 
down (10% modulation) from 100% 
modulation. The products produced 
from the SCA should be 40 dB below the 
pilot level in the 0 to 53 kHz region.

H. Subcarrier Suppression
FCC rules require that the subcarrier for 
the sub-channel (38 kHz) be suppres
sed by 40 dB. This is usually determined 
by the balance of the stereo modulator. 
The low-frequency spectrum analyzer 
can be used to look directly at the sub
carrier and measure this parameter. 
Begin by checking the output of the 
stereo generator. The display should be 
similar to the one shown in figure 38. 
The balance of the modulator can be 
adjusted for minimum if it is not greater 
than 40 dB below 100% modulation ref
erence for the transmitter. To check the 
subcarrier suppression at the composite 
output with a spectrum analyzer, the 
stereo pilot can be used for a reference. 
If the pilot is set at 10%, then it is sup
pressed 20 dB. The 38 kHz subcarrier 
should be at least 20 dB below the pilot 
level as shown in the figure.

III. Monitoring 
Requirements

A. Frequency
A frequency monitor is no longer re
quired by the FCC. Instead it is up to the 
chief engineer to check the frequency of

Fig. 38. Subcarrier Suppression is 
Referenced to 100% Modulation. It Can 
Also Be Compared to the 19 kHz Pilot

Fig. 40. Oscilloscope Comparison of 5 MHz 
WWV Against 1 MHz Time Base

First connect the frequency counter time 
base oscillator to one input on a dual 
trace scope. The N.B.S. signal can be 
obtained from a specially built receiver, 
from a test point in the rf chain of some 
communications receivers, or from a 
transfer or crystal oscillator zero beat 
against WWV.

Fig. 39. Diagram Showing How to Calibrate a 
Frequency Counter with a Receiver

SPECTRUM ANALYZER OR 
COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER

100% 
MODI

B. Modulation and Deviation 
of the Carrier, Subcarrier and 
SCA
Modulation measurements are done 
with a modulation monitor. The monitor

each source within the station once a 
month by some means ultimately trace
able to the National Bureau of Standards 
(N.B.S.)

For an fm station, the carrier must be 
held within ± 2000 Hz (§73.269) of the 
assigned carrier frequency. The stereo 
pilot must be held within ±2 Hz 
(§73.297(b)) of 19 kHz, and the SCA 
should be within =500 Hz (§73.295(g)) 
of the frequency used. A number of pro
cedures for these measurements exist 
depending upon the equipment avail
able. A frequency monitor might still be 
used and is certainly recommended for 
day-to-day tests. Today, however, the 
frequency counter is almost universally 
accepted as the test instrument for 
monthly calibration. The problem is to 
verify the accuracy of any device used 
against the N.B.S. reference. The fre
quency measuring equipment can be 
sent out to a calibration service, how
ever, most stations will prefer to use one 
of the following techniques.
Direct Comparison Measurement 
Technique

This technique can be used on most fre
quency counters containing a 1 or 5 MHz 
internal reference oscillator. A receiver 
or spectrum analyzer is used to monitor 
WWV, WWVB (60 kHz), WWVH or 
WWVL. A small portion of the frequency 
counter time base oscillator signal is 
coupled into the receiver as shown in 
figure 39. After the station (usually 
WWV at 5, 10. or 15 MHz) is carefully 
tuned in on the receiver, the frequency 
counter oscillator or harmonics of the 
oscillator are zero beat against the in
coming signal. This technique is simple, 
although its accuracy is based upon two 
factors. The ability to detect a zero beat 
on the communications reveiver may be 
limited to +20 Hz because of the lower 
audibility limits. The spectrum analyzer, 
however, can be used in ZERO SPAN to 
make an oscilloscope display at abso
lute zero beat. Secondly, when using a 
higher WWV frequency, such as 10 or 15 
MHz, it is difficult to obtain enough har
monic energy to zero beat. A diode 
across the counter time base output test 
point will cause rich harmonics if enough 
drive cannot be obtained by other 
means.

loscope to display the counter time base 
and compare it to the N. B. S. standard. It 
can be used to compare almost any 
standard time base to any of the N. B. S. 
services, even if the frequencies are dif
ferent. For example the 5,10, or 15 MHz 
WWV transmission can be directly com
pared to a 1 MHz time base.

TL
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(SEE TEXT)
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The oscilloscope time base should be 
triggered on the WWV standard. By 
using the 1/xs/div sweep speed, move
ment of the counter time base display 
across the screen in more than one sec
ond is equivalent to 1x10 6 accuracy 
(figure 40). Adjust counter time base 
until 10 6 accuracy is achieved.
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SCASUB PILOTMAIN

MONO 100%

MONO-SCA 30%

STEREO 45% 45%

40%STEREO-SCA 40% 10%

Fig. 41. Modulation Requirements for Different Station Configurations

NULL
f =

f =

14

75 kHz
5.5201

MODULATION 
INDEX

of the transmitter, we will check the 
2nd null:

The Bessel Null Technique of Measuring 
Modulation

Fm modulation produces sideband fre
quency components, the amplitudes of 
which vary with modulation index and 
modulating frequency. The exact func
tions that occur are called the Bessel 
Null functions.

The Modulation Index is defined as the 
ratio of ± deviation of the carrier to mod
ulating frequency: 
Modulation Index =

Deviation of Carrier

Highest Modulating Frequency
At certain values of the Modulation In
dex, the carrier amplitude drops to zero 
(null) and all the energy is transmitted in 
the sidebands. The chart in figure 42 
gives the modulation indices necessary 
to produce carrier nulls. By carefully 
choosing a modulation frequency and

8-10%

8-10%

75 kHz 
2.4048

using the spectrum analyzer as an indi
cator, any modulation percentage can 
be generated and checked on the mod
ulation monitor.
Procedure for Bessel Null Modulation 
Monitor Calibration

1. Connect the rf spectrum analyzer 
(such as a 7L12 or 7L13) to an rf test 
point in the output line of the transmit
ter and select a span of 20 kHz/div. 
Use the 10 dB/div, LOG mode.

2. Connect an audio generator to the 
input of the transmitter and bridge a 
frequency counter across the audio 
line. Frequency accuracy of the audio 
source determines the accuracy of 
the Bessel Null technique.

3. To check for 100% modulation calibra
tion of the total fm signal, the op
timum audio frequency must be 
selected. For the first null the fre
quency would be:

Peak Deviation
Modulation Index

The frequency would be 31.188 kHz. 
Since this is out of the audio passband

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

70%

is required to be in continuous operation 
(§73.268) and is used directly or indi
rectly to set all the other levels within the 
station. The FCC requirements are quite 
rigid for type approval of a modulation 
monitor, but with age, monitors eventu
ally drift and require calibration.

The fm station must not exceed - 75 
kHz total deviation whether it is 
monaural or stereo (§73.268). When 
stereo is transmitted other standards 
also apply, however, the total deviation 
must still be ± 75 kHz. The stereo pilot 
must be held within 8 to 10% of the total 
envelope (§73.332 (b).). The SCA with
out stereo must not exceed 30%. With 
stereo, it must be limited to 10%. For a 
stereo station without an SCA, the pilot 
is normally set at 10% and each channel 
modulates the transmitter 45%. With an 
SCA plus stereo the pilot is 8 to 
10%, each channel is 40%, and the 
SCA is 10%.

With all these different standards, it is 
necessary to calibrate the modulation 
monitor at many different points to insure 
accuracy when measuring all the chan
nels and the pilot.

The spectrum analyzer can be used in 
three ways to verify the calibration of the 
modulation monitor. One technique uses 
the SPAN accuracy of the spectrum 
analyzer for quick checks while modula
tion is present. The other techniques use 
the mathematically exact Bessel Null 
principle to produce an indisputable 
calibration.

2.4048 
5.5201 
8.6531 
11.7915 
14.9309' 
18.0711
21.2116 
24.3525

Fig. 42. Bessel Null Chart

The frequency of the 2nd null would 
be 13.586 kHz. This is a good fre
quency that the transmitter will pass.
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Fig. 43. Indication of the Second Null Using a 
Spectrum Analyzer

4. Use the frequency counter to set the 
audio generator frequency at exactly 
13.586 kHz. Begin with the output 
amplitude set at zero and slowly in
crease the output level while watching 
the display on the spectrum analyzer 
screen. As the audio level is in
creased, the carrier will null. Continue 
increasing the audio output until a 
second null is reached. The second 
null indicates exactly 100% modula
tion of the transmitter which the mod
ulation monitor should indicate at this 
point. Continue Bessel Null tests at 
other percentages of modulation to 
verify the lower ranges on the modula
tion monitor and to check the stereo 
pilot and SCA ranges on the monitor. 
Figure 44 shows the optimum fre
quencies and nulls for all standard fm 
percentages.
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312 2,495 3,125 9,355 6,793 10,190 13,5875,435 6,114

Fig. 44. Optimum Null Frequencies for Fm Stations
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of the spectrum analyzer. The modern 
analyzer is quite accurate in this area 
once the operator becomes familiar with 
a few set-up procedures. By testing with 
actual music and voice audio, the spec
trum display will quickly show a spurious 
out-of-band signal that sometimes oc
curs during complex modulation.

Procedure for Verifying Modulation 
Monitor Accuracy

1. Calibrate the horizontal span of the 
spectrum analyzer using the proce
dure in the owner's manual.

2. Connect the spectrum analyzer to an 
rf test point in the output line of the 
transmitter and select a span of 20 
kHz/div and a vertical display of 10 
dB/div.

3. With normal station audio the display 
for a stereo station will appear as in 
figure 45. On the average it will oc
cupy an area ±75 kHz around the 
carrier LESS the resolution band
width chosen.

4. Using single audio tones, the display 
can be expanded to show only half of 
the analyzer filter shape (figure 46).
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C. Antenna Pattern

The pattern or coverage area of an fm 
station is carefully checked when it be
gins service. As the years go by mea
surements must be made to determine if 
the performance of the antenna is 
changing. By using a high-frequency 
spectrum analyzer and a dipole antenna 
that you can construct with readily avail
able materials, patterns can be verified 
without an expensive field strength 
measurement. While the accuracy is 
quite high and repeatable, we do not 
recommend these tests as absolute 
measurements for licensing unless 
other calibration steps are also taken.

25.01 db at 10% modulation and the 
stereo pilot will be down 14.18 dB. This is 
demonstrated in figure 47.

For a monaural station, 30% modulation 
of the SCA is permitted. The 67 kHz 
sideband will be 15.35 dB below the 
carrier.

Procedure for Pattern and Field Strength 
Measurements

A dipole antenna can be constructed 
with standard 300 ohm twin lead (flat 
line) cut to the length shown in figure 48. 
The 300 to 75 ohm balun is available 
through most CATV supply houses. For 
maximum sensitivity, a preamplifier 
should be used. The TEKTRONIX 7K11 
or AM 511 are both available and match 
the 75 ohm antenna impedance. To in
sure maximum accuracy and minimize 
reflections, it is recommended that a 10 
dB pad be used between the dipole an
tenna and the amplifier input.

To measure field strengths with the 
7L12/7K11 or similar combination, take 
spectrum analyzer readings in the field, 
orienting the dipole for maximum output. 
Measure the carrier power in dBmV, add 
an antenna correction factor of 8 dB for 
the homemade dipole, add the 10 dB 
pad value if used, then convert to 
AzV/meter using the chart in figure 49.

D. Spurious Signals and 
Harmonics

Spurious signals and harmonic meas
urements are necessary to insure that 
there are no emissions from a transmit
ter that might potentially interfere with 
another radio service or channel. Spuri
ous signals can originate either within 
the transmitter, or at the antenna. The 
most logical place to test is at some dis
tance from the transmission site since it

Percentage 
(%)

Frequency 
(Hz)

Using the Calibrated Span to Measure 
Modulation

The calibration span of the spectrum 
analyzer can be used to measure devia
tion of the fm carrier either with tones or 
with actual voice or music modulation. 
Accuracy depends upon the calibration 

“SISK’
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Fig. 45. Fm Stereo Station "Signature" Sideband Measurements 
Pilot and SCA Modulation

The pilot and SCA carriers must be set 
accurately to remain within compliance 
with FCC rules. Using a principle devel
oped by Bessel, we can calculate the 
ratio between the fm carrier and the 
sideband produced by the 19 and 67 kHz 
carriers. The modulation index is low for 
these signals, hence they can be con
sidered narrowband fm and will look 
similar to am on the rf spectrum 
analyzer.

For stereo stations, the pilot carrier will 
be set at 10% if the 19 kHz sideband is

■I IB VI ®l I HI MR Bill® B mirtH Miifiiiira
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Fig. 47. Pilot and SCA Measurement Using 
the Bessel Null Method
13.76 dB below the carrier. If an SCA is 
used with stereo, the SCA will be down

BBL T1BMBIk J
Fig. 46. Fm Deviation Measurement Using 
the Calibrated Span

With modulation applied, the horizon
tal width occupied by the modulation 
is the deviation directly displayed on 
the screen. All percentages of mod
ulation can be checked in this manner.
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Fig. 48. Details on the construction of a Test Dipole for Fm Stations
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Fig. 49. /xV/Meter from dBmV Chart
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CONVERSION TABLE dBmV — Microvolt/m
Reference Level' 0 dBmV = 1 millivolt/m

is more important to measure what is 
being radiated than what occurs in the 
transmission line. Begin testing for 
spurious signals with the test dipole one 
mile or more from the transmitter. Then, 
if a problem is noted, the interfering sig
nal can be traced back through the 
transmitting chain and pinpointed.

The FCC specifications for spurious sig
nals are summarized in figure 50. Note 
that there are actually three require
ments: in and out-of-band spurious, 
spurious due to modulation, and har
monics of the carrier.

16
15
14

13
12

SPECTRUM
ANALYZER

125 9 
141 3 
158 5 
177 8 
199 5 
223 9 
251 2 
281 8 
316 2 
354 8 
398 1 
446 7 
501 2 
562 3 
631 0 
707 9 
794 3 
891 3

MINIMUM 
LOSS PAD

8
9

10

18
19
20

7K11 CATV 
PREAMPLIFIER

CALCULATED 
43 + 10 log (power)

2818
3 162
3 548
3 981
4 467 
5012
5 623
6 310
7 079
7 943 
8913 

10 000

158 500
177 800

10

8 12
13

15
16

1 000

1 259
1 413
1 585
1 778
1 995
2 239

11 220

14 130
15 850
17 780
19 950
22 390
25 120
28 180
31 620
35 480
39 810
44 6/0
50 120
56 230
63 IGO
70 790
79 430
89 130

100 000

49
50

58

60

Procedure for Measuring Spurious 
Signals

1. Use the spectrum analyzer and the 
test dipole (constructed as shown in 
the preceding chapter) at some dis
tance from the transmitter With an 
unmodulated carrier, check for any 
spurious signals located close to the 
carrier. If any are noted, momentarily 
remove the plate power from the 
transmitter and see if they remain.

2. Test for out-of-band spurious signals 
by checking across the fm band while 
turning the plates of the transmitter 
off and on.' Any signals that occur 
only while the plates are ‘on’ should 
be suspect

3. Modulate the transmitter and check to 
see that the transmitted envelope 
conforms to the chart in figure 50 
Some engineers like to use a storage 
display on the spectrum analyzer to 
perform this test.

4. Check for harmonics of the transmit
ter by checking the predictable har
monic positions (2nd, 3rd, etc.) as 
shown in figure 52.

IV. Day-to-Day Maintenance
While the yearly proof of performance 
and calibrations are important, the day- 
to-day maintenance takes up most of a 
radio engineer's time. The typical en
gineer always seems to have a long list 
of things to do and would often like to do 
more on a particular project or repair but 
just does not have time. The spectrum 
analyzer has much to offer both in the 
area of new tests, and in the area of time 
saving techniques for checking-out con
soles, cart machines, and other audio 
and processing equipment. The key is to 
use an audio spectrum analyzer such as 
the 5L4N which permits rapid frequency
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A. Console Checks

This is a test procedure that checks the 
response, distortion, and noise on each 
input and channel of an audio console. 
By using the switch and jumper cable 
arrangement shown in figure 53, it is 
possible to test each input quite rapidly.

1. Connect the left channel program 
line OUT on the console through a 
matching pad to the input of the 
5L4N Spectrum Analyzer.

2. Connect the switch harness (al
ligator clips are recommended) to 
the first input (left channel) on the 
console and select a level that does 
not overdrive the console as indi
cated by the console vu meter.

3. Use the 5L4N Tracking Generator to 
sweep the console from 20 Hz to 20 
kHz.

4. Switch the SG 502 Audio Oscillator 
and drive the console to 0 vu using a 
1000 Hz tone.

5. Check the harmonic distortion using 
the technique and charts on page 9. 
Both the combination of low audio 
oscillator output with the console pot 
set to %, and high oscillator output 
with the console pot set to '/a, should 
indicate 0 vu.

6. To check the low level harmonic dis
tortion, set the console pot to Vz, and 
turn down the audio oscillator output 
until the vu meter on the console 
indicates -13 dBm.

7. Switch off the audio oscillator and 
read the residual noise and hum for 
that channel of the console using the 
procedure on page 10 of this 
booklet.

8. Continue response, harmonic distor
tion, and noise tests on all inputs of 
the console.

9. Switch the oscillator and the spec
trum analyzer to the right channel. 
Repeat response, distortion, and 
noise tests on all right channel inputs 
on the console.

10. To check the console separation, 
sweep the left channel while the 
spectrum analyzer input is con
nected to the right channel output. A 
display such as shown in figure 54 
may be obtained. The difference be
tween the normal response of the 
right channel and the leakage re
sponse is the separation and may be 
read directly in dB. Repeat the sep
aration test from the right to the left 
channel.

11. Other console tests such as inter
modulation distortion and transient

TRACKING 
GENERATOR

AUDIO 
GENERATOR

distortion may be performed at this 
time. Other Tektronix application 
notes on audio and am radio meas
urements contain procedures for 
these additional tests.

RIGHT
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OUTPUT
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AUDIO 
OUTPUT
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Fig. 54. Measuring Console Separation

B. Studio Transmitter Link Test

Many fm stations now employ an stl 
between the studio and the transmitter. 
These are licensed to operate in the 942 
to 951.5 MHz bands (although the size of 
the band has now been cut so that no 
new licenses will be issued in the 942 to 
947 MHz band).

A stereo station can send the audio as 
two separate channels, or it can send 
the composite envelope on one carrier. 
Because the stl uses frequency mod
ulation and the channels allocated for 
stl use are 500 kHz wide, there is ample 
room for a quality transmission of the

r□

mioibiiim viummin

Fig. 52. Checking Harmonics of the Carrier 

response, noise, and distortion checks.

Mi
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Fig. 51. Occupied Bandwidth Test
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Checking Single Channel Stl's
If a station uses two separate stl's for 
the left and right channels then each 
channel is treated as a separate path. 
The transmitters are generally licensed 
within the same 500 kHz channel, 
staggered around the middle of the 
channel. Each transmitter uses the 
same pre-emphasis as an fm transmit
ter. At the transmitting antenna, two 
transmitters will appear similar to figure 
56. It is important to "look at" both trans
mitters simultaneously, and verify that 
both have about the same power and 
deviation as is indicated on the analyzer.

be used on the receiver coax to verify 
that both carriers are received with equal 
strength. Problems at this point involve 
the signal path. The transmit and receive 
dishes can be aligned using the spec
trum analyzer as an indicator, if desired.

Once the path and transmitter perform
ance is verified, the audio spectrum 
analyzer can be used to verify the re
sponse and distortion of the stl's. Use 
an audio oscillator with a slow sweep at 
the transmitter input and the audio 
analyzer at the receiver. By using stor
age and a slow audio sweep, the re
sponse and pre-emphasis can be 
checked. Use single audio tones to test 
the harmonic distortion and remove all 
input signals to check noise. Most sta
tions using two stl's use the pre
emphasized signal directly, bypassing 
the pre-emphasis circuits in the stereo 
generator. It is still important to verify the 
phase of each channel relative to the 
other for maximum separation. The 
phase can be checked with an oscillos
cope and the separation between chan
nels can be checked by sweeping one 
stl, and using the low frequency 
analyzer on the other channel to note 
any leakage.

C. Intermodulation Testing of 
Audio Equipment

Intermodulation testing is another 
method of checking the distortion of an 
audio system or transmitter. Many audio 
authorities feel that there is a much 
higher correlation between im test re
sults and listening tests than with har
monic distortion Since all broadcasters 
are in the music business, the im test 
is a valuable addition to other forms of 
testing.

The low-frequency audio spectrum 
analyzer can be used directly to mea
sure both harmonic and intermodulation 
distortion.

iU...jiaifiiaiM
Fig. 55. Composite Stl Response

It is critical that fm stereo systems and 
transmitters have good im performance 
since this is vital to a clean sound and 
contributes to the separation and 
crosstalk.

The following procedures cover two 
methods of measuring intermodulation, 
the SMPTE and the CCIF techniques. 
The exact tones and parameters are 
shown in figure 57. These tests can be 
performed on any portion of the audio 
chain. In addition, a specialized 
technique is shown to verify the im dis
tortion of the transmitter after the stereo 
generator. This last procedure is invalu
able when attempting to solve transmit
ter crosstalk and separation problems.

Procedure for Intermodulation 
Distortion Tests

1. Set up a two tone source connected to 
one channel of the studio console 
using the equipment shown in figure 
58.

2. Set the tone ratios. If the SMPTE 
method is used, the 60 Hz tone should 
be 4 times (12 dB) greater than the 7 
kHz tone. If the CCIF technique is 
used, the two tones (6 and 7 kHz) 
should be equal in amplitude

3. The console level should be in
creased until 100% (45% for a stereo 
channel) modulation is indicated on 
the modulation monitor.

4. The 5L4N should be connected to the 
modulation monitor output and set for 
a span of 0 to 20 kHz (2 kHz/div).

5. SMPTE distortion is measured by not
ing the dB down of the 60 Hz side
bands around the 6 kHz tone as

At the receive site, generally both re
ceivers are fed from the same receive 
antenna. The spectrum analyzer should 

BMgSIlSSSS 
fj non 
................. ...... 

lik.

signal in composite form to the transmit
ter site. Many stations prefer composite 
transmission since the stereo generator 
can then be located at the studio avoid
ing many problems affecting phase and 
separation.

Few stations have any way of testing the 
stl other than to check the manufactur
er's recommended voltages and hope 
the transmitter holds together. The high- 
frequency and audio frequency spec
trum analyzers can be used to check 
further to insure the utmost 
performance

Checking a Composite Stl

Use the rf spectrum analyzer to look at 
the carrier. Using 20 kHz/div, the compo
site stl will look similar to an fm stereo 
station. Check the deviation to verify that 
it is correct. The stl uses the same pre
emphasis as the fm station so that all 
checks covered earlier in this booklet 
can be used.

The composite stl should be capable of 
passing a wideband signal. This can be 
verified by sweeping the transmitter with 
an oscillator from 0 to 100 kHz. An audio 
spectrum analyzer with storage can be 
used at the receiver to obtain results 
such as those shown in figure 55 Re
sponse should be flat over the compo
site stl since the pre-emphasis occurs in 
the stereo generator. Other tests such as 
distortion and noise should also be 
checked. Distortion checks including in
termodulation tests are extremely impor
tant in maintaining good crosstalk and 
separation in the composite stl. The 
output of the composite stl is fed directly 
to the fm exciter with no further modifi
cations, so it is imperative that the com
posite stl perform correctly.
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Fig. 57. SMPTE and CCIF Intermodulation Test Standards
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Fig. 58. Two-tone Source for Intermodulation Tests
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Fig. 61. 7 kHz Left Channel Im Test

Fig. 62. 7 kHz L Minus R Im Test
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Some specialized tests have been de
vised to evaluate the im performance of 
the fm transmitter and the stereo 
generator. The ability of the stereo 
generator to produce clean modulation 
components without intermodulation is 
only one requirement. The bandpass of 
the transmitter and the linearity of the 
modulation oscillator both contribute to 
the im performance. Typically most 
stereo systems will pass signals with in-

D. Intermodulation Testing of the
Transmitter/Generator 
Combination

Fig. 60. Measurement Using the CCIF 
Standard

Sum

60 Hr-5000 Hz
60 Hz-6000 Hz

60 Hz 7000 Hz (IHFM)

600 
MATCHING 

TRANSFORMER

4000 Hz-5000 Hz 
6000 Hz 7000 Hz 
1200 Hz - 1400 Hz

COMMONLY USED 
FREQUENCIES

termodulation down at least 40 dB. A 
few companies now offer systems with 
intermods suppressed at least 60 dB.

One of the simplest ways to evaluate 
intermod performance is to use three 
test combinations of a 7 kHz tone. The 7 
kHz modulates the transmitter through 
the stereo generator as a left only, then a 
left plus right and finally as a left minus 
right signal. A variation of this test is to 
use a 60 Hz and 7 kHz tone in combina
tion, with the 60 Hz 12 dB greater than 
the 7 kHz. Many intermod products will 
be formed that correspond to second 
and third order components. If linearity 
adjustments are provided in the modula
tion oscillator, adjustments will some
times improve the performance. Retun
ing the transmitter can also improve 
performance. As part of the intermod 
test, the components in the 67 kHz SCA 
area should be noted since they will de
termine the crosstalk performance. In 
some transmitters, intermods should be 
measured out to 500 kHz since many 
transmitters will pass higher frequency 
intermods, causing the occupied 
bandwidth to be out of tolerance.

Figures 61 through 64 show a typical 
transmitter intermod test sequence.

D

I
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ATTENUATOR

shown in figure 59, then converting to 
percentage using the chart in figure 
23.

6. Intermodulation distortion using the 
CCIF method is performed by noting 
the dB down of the generated 1 kHz 
sidebands as shown in figure 60, then 
converting to percentage. The single 
carrier at 1 kHz is the 2nd order differ
ence beat and the sidebands cen
tered around the 6 and 7 kHz tones 
are the 3rd order components.

1000
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Fig. 59. Measurement Using the SMPTE
Standard
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High quality stereo performance re
quires that the pilot carrier be received 
without interference by the receiver. If 
the filtering or intermod performance of 
the transmitter is poor, then the pilot fre
quency may have interfering information 
present.

67 kHz position is relatively clean and 
free from spurious components. Figure 
66 is an example of a program test on 
the SCA channel. Note that the products 
are reduced 60 dB below 53 kHz.

Two tests should be performed. The 
lowpass filter (generally 17 kHz) should 
be carefully swept to insure that audio is 
suppressed at least 40 dB below 100% 
modulation at 19 kHz. Another valuable 
test is to remove the pilot carrier and 
check the 19 kHz position while program 
material modulates the transmitter. Fig
ure 65 is an example of good pilot carrier 
protection.

G. Dolby Fm
Application of the Dolby type B system to 
fm broadcasting is becoming more 
common today now that commercial re
ceivers contain circuits to use the noise 
reduction characteristic of the transmis
sions. The total benefit of 9 dB of noise 
reduction can be obtained in a properly 
set up system.

To use the Dolby system in an fm sta
tion, the normal pre-emphasis curve is 
changed to 25 /j.s. Then the Dolby B unit 
is added. More high-frequency program 
content can be transmitted without 
overmodulating. In addition, the Dolby B 
unit boosts the high frequency content of 
quieter passages. The net effect is that 
the system is compatible with existing 
receivers, and receivers with Dolby cir
cuits will have a better apparent noise 
performance.

Verifying Dolby Performance

1 The 25 (is pre-emphasis circuit should 
be checked for proper response using 
response procedures on page 6 of this 
booklet. The graph in figure 69 should 
be used for the 25 /is plot

2. The tracking generator output of the 
audio spectrum analyzer should be 
connected through a 600 ohm step 
attenuator to an input on the audio 
console. Bypass all limiters and mod
ulation processors.

3. Connect the audio spectrum analyzer 
to the modulation monitor output 
Sweep the transmitter at 100% mod
ulation. Repeat the sweep with 10 dB 
of attenuation inserted. Continue 
sweeping in 10 dB increments. A dis
play similar to figure 68 will indicate 
proper operation of the Dolby B 
encoder.

Fig. 68. Dolby B' Encoder Characteristic 
Response
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Fig. 64. Im Test Indicating Modulation 
Oscillator Non-linearity
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Material
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E. Crosstalk Measurements
Using Program Material

Crosstalk measurements with tones or 
sweeping signals provide numerical 
data as to the performance of a stereo 
system. In the end, however, the system 
will be used to pass music and voice 
programming. Therefore one of the most 
effective tests is to use actual program 
material and store the results until a 
complete display of the performance 
can be observed. Often uncorrelated 
products will be generated that a tone 
test does not uncover.

Figure 65 is an example of a program 
test. The level of the pilot carrier was 
reduced so that the action of the lowpass 
filters could be evaluated. Note that the
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Fig. 65. Composite Output with Program 
Material and Reduced Pilot Carrier
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Fig. 67. Sweep of Low-pass Filter Showing 
Rejection at Pilot Frequency
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CAUTION: Do not attempt to make 
measurements on the feedline either 
while the transmitter is energized, or 
in the presence of high ambient field 
from other local transmitters since 
the induced voltages can cause 
damage to the measuring equip
ment.

Fig. 71. Tuning of an Fm Antenna, Note that 
the Antenna is Tuned Incorrectly with 
Minimum VSWR Approximately 6 MHz 
Above Carrier

Components of the transmitter system 
must sometimes be tested out of service 
to isolate problems or verify perform
ance. If a signal source such as a sweep, 
cw, or tracking generator (TR 502 or 
SW 503) is available, the performance 
of most filters, transmission lines, and 
couplers can be checked. The spectrum 
analyzer is used in the storage mode (or 
with a camera if storage is not available) 
to check the response and insertion 
loss. With the addition of a bridge, return 
loss (match), and tuning can also be 
checked on single port devices such as 
the transmitter output stage, or the an
tenna and feedline (figure 70). The in
verse of the return loss display of an 
antenna gives the tuning characteristic 
(figure 71).
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Additional measurements are described in these Tektronix publications: AM Broad
cast Measurements Using the Spectrum Analyzer, Television Operational Mea
surements Video and RF for NTSC Systems, and the Tektronix Cookbook of Standard 
Audio Tests.
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